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APPROVED LOGOS
The district logo is the core of the district’s visual identity and must be used in 
all communications and promotional materials. One of the below approved 
marks should be used on all district academic marketing materials, including 
letterhead, business cards, postcards, websites, newsletters, signage, etc. for 
the Alburnett Community School District. Do not modify any elements  
of the district logos to create unique graphics.

The Alburnett Community School District has five approved logo marks  
available for use. Do not attempt to create additional logo configurations  
that are not mentioned in this guide.

1. The Pirate Head
Available versions: color and black and white

2. ACSD Logo
Available versions: color, black and white and grayscale

3. Purple on Purpose Text - Stacked
Available versions: color, black and white

4. Purple on Purpose Text - Horizontal
Available versions: color, black and white

5. Purple on Purpose Circle
Available versions: color, black and white

6. Alburnett A
Available versions: color, black and white

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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AVAILABLE VERSIONS
 
The logos below are all approved versions to be used on district marketing 
materials, signage and apparel.

1. The Pirate Head
Available versions: color and black and white

2. ACSD Logo
Available versions: color, black and white and grayscale

3. Purple on Purpose Text - Stacked
Available versions: color, black and white

4. Purple on Purpose Text - Horizontal
Available versions: color, black and white

5. Purple on Purpose Circle
Available versions: color, black and white
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6. Alburnett A
Available versions: color, black and white
 
 

SUB BRANDING
The recommended ACSD sub-brand standard is designed using the Pirate or 
the district logos. When adding a department or program name to any logo, 
the text must be placed below the logo.

Sub text Placement
When the text is placed, it must be center aligned below the logo. Do not 
align to the left or right.

Text Format
The accompanying text should be in upper/lowercase format or all caps.  
Do not use small capital letters formatting. 

Fonts
The font of the accompanying text should be either Futura or Arial for any 
academic or district groups or departments. For more information about the 
approved font choices, please see the Font section on page 9. 

Reminders: 
• You may use either the color, black and white or grayscale version of the 

approved logo
• Be sure to follow the logo spacing recommendations on page 7
• You may use the specified purple or yellow listed on page 10 or black or 

white for your text (depending on your background color)
• You may use any form of the approved fonts ie: bold, italic, bold italic, 

regular
• Be mindful of the size of your text. The accompanying text should not 

overpower the logo

If you have questions on how to incorporate your text with the logo, please 
contact the District Office.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
The ACSD logos should always be sized or scaled proportionally.  
When resizing the logo be sure to hold down the “Shift” key to keep the  
proportions of the original logo. The logos should not be squished or 
stretched in any way.

DO NOT: 

Technology Department

Technology Department

Technology Department

Technology Department

Technology 
Department
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1 1/2”

MINIMUM LOGO SIZE
The ACSD logos can be used on any type of marketing materials. When  
making the logos smaller readability may be lost. The minimum size  
recommendations are specified to the left.

1. The Pirate Head
Whenever possible do not scale the pirate to be smaller than 1/2” wide.  
Exceptions to this rule allow for the pirate to be smaller only in the two  
following instances:

1. When being used as a favicon
2. When being used as an image link in the footer of a website

2. ACSD Logo
Whenever possible do not scale the ACSD logo to be smaller than 1 1/2” 
wide.

3. Purple on Purpose Text - Stacked
Whenever possible do not scale the Purple on Purpose stacked logo to be 
smaller than 1” wide.

4. Purple on Purpose Text - Horizontal
Whenever possible do not scale the Purple on Purpose horizontal logo to be 
smaller than 1 1/2” wide.

5. Purple on Purpose Circle
Whenever possible do not scale the Purple on Purpose circle logo to be  
smaller than 1/2” wide. Exceptions to this rule allow for the pirate to be  
smaller only in the two following instances:

1. When being used as a favicon
2. When being used as an image link in the footer of a website

1.

1/2”

2.

1”

3.

1 1/2”

4.

1/2”

5.
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LOGO SPACING
In order for the ACSD logo to stand out among the rest and keep the  
integrity of the ACSD brand, it is required that ACSD logo not be combined 
with other logos or graphics. 

It is important to maintain an area of clear space around the logo to ensure 
visibility and help the ACSD logo stand out. Clear space is not a fixed  
measure, but is defined instead by a variable (x) equal to the height of a  
specified element in the chosen mark. 

The specifications for each logo are described below and vary depending  
on the logo you are using. Please be aware of the recommended clear  
space for the logo you choose to use.

The clear space will scale proportionately as the logo is enlarged or reduced 
in size. This means the clear space distance required will increase as the size 
of the logo increases. The logo should not be reduced in size in order to  
position it closer to other graphics in a way that it becomes subsumed by  
other graphics.

Minimum clear space = X

1. The Pirate Head
The clear space when using the pirate is defined by the height of the yellow 
bandanna ties.

2. ACSD Logo
The clear space when using the ACSD logo is defined by the height of the  
all-caps text in the logo.

3. Purple on Purpose Text - Stacked
The clear space when using the stacked logo is defined by half of the height 
of the first P in Purple.

4. Purple on Purpose Text - Horizontal
The clear space when using the pirate is defined by half the height of the first 
P in Purple.

5. Purple on Purpose Circle
The clear space when using the circle is defined by the height of the Purple on 
Purpose text.

1.

3.

4.

5.

2.
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DO’S & DON’TS
When using the ACSD logos please be aware of how you are using the logo. 
There are some Do’s & Don’ts to keep in mind to preserve the integrity of the 
ACSD and the readability of the logo.

Do:

1. Leave space around the logo
Always leave enough space around the logo to ensure visibility. Please see the 
Logo Spacing guidelines on page 7.

2. Scale the logo proportionally
When resizing the logo be sure to hold down the “Shift” key to keep the  
proportions of the original logo. The logo should not be squished or stretched 
in any way.

3. Use provided logo files
Be sure you are using the logo files provided by the district. This will ensure 
consistency between buildings, departments, etc.

4. Use white or light backgrounds
If you must place the logo on a background color or photo, be sure that the 
background color or photo is light in color so it doesn’t compete with the logo.

Don’t:

5. Rotate
Do not rotate the logo at any angle. It should always be straight. *You can 
rotate the Circle Purple on Purpose logo.

6. Add a shadow or other effects
Do not add any effects to the logo to help it stand out. Examples of  
effects include but are not limited to: drop shadows, gradients, star bursts, 
embossing, additional shapes etc.

7. Transparency 
Do not use the logo with a transparency. The logo should always be 100% 
opacity.

8. Place the logo on a photo that affects readability
Do not put the logo over a photo or color that reduces the readability of the 
logo.

9. Change the colors
Never change the color of the ACSD logos. They must always be yellow, 
purple, black and gray scale as provided in the files. Do not use any shades, 
tints or gradients.

4.

2.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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FONTS
The fonts used in the logo and that are used to accompany our logos are 
specific. Use the preferred fonts whenever possible. If you don’t have access 
to the preferred fonts, please use the one of the additional options.

Futura
The font family used in the Alburnett Community Schools logo is Futura. There 
are many options within the Futura font family. Some examples are; Futura 
Bold, Medium, Book, Italic etc. Any of these options are acceptable for use in 
documents for the ACSD. 

VINTAGE COLLEGE DEPT
The text that is used in the “Purple on Purpose” logos is called Vintage  
College Department. When you purchase this font, it is available in both 
upper and lowercase fonts. This font is great for headlines, athletic logos, and 
graphic elements. It is recommended to NOT use this text for body copy or 
small text. The Vintage College Dept font can be purchased here.

Other Fonts
If you do not have access to the Futura font family, or Vintage College Dept,  
you may choose to use one of the following: Roboto Slab, Arial or Myriad.
*Note: Roboto Slab is a free Google font. You can download it here.

Basic Font Rules:
• Only use up to 2 different fonts in a document
• Be sure to differentiate between headlines and body text
• Body text should be no smaller than 10pt.
• Use bold or italic only when necessary

COLORS
The purple and yellow used in the ACSD logos are specific. Generic purples 
or yellows from Word or other programs should NOT be used. The color val-
ues for CMYK, RGB, HEX and Pantone color modes are listed below.

Purple: Pantone PMS 268C
CMYK Values: C 82%,  M 100%,  Y 0%,  K 12%
RGB Values: R 79, G 38, B 131
HEX Values: #4F2683
Pantone: PMS 268C

Yellow: Pantone PMS 123C
CMYK Values: C 0%,  M 23%,  Y 91%,  K 0%
RGB Values: R 255,  G 198,  B 47
HEX Values: #FFC62F
Pantone: PMS 123C

FUTURA

Aa
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Vintage College Dept

Aa
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Additional Options:
 • Roboto Slab 
 • Arial
 • Myriad
 

C 82%  

M 100%

Y 0%

K 12%

C 0%  

M 23%

Y 91%

K 0%

IMPORTANT NOTE:

All materials (print or electronic)  
developed for or distributed to
prospective students or parents, 
teachers, educators, etc. must use 
ACSD purple, yellow, and black as the 
primary color scheme as appropriate. 
Screens of these colors do not meet this 
requirement.
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LOGOS ON COLORED APPAREL
Below are some examples of what the various logos may look like on a variety 
of colors of apparel. Please use your best judgment on choosing the version  
of the logo that is best suited for the color of the shirts chosen. The top row 
of colors are the preferred apparel colors for the ACSD. Please contact the 
District Office for apparel color approval.

IMPORTANT NOTE:

The recommended apparel colors 
for ACSD related athletics and 
events are:
• White
• Gray - Light or Dark
• Purple
• Yellow
• Black

IMPORTANT NOTE:
If you have questions on which 
logo you should use, please  
contact the District Office. 
DO NOT ATTEMPT TO  
CREATE YOUR OWN VERSION  
OF THE LOGO. IF YOU DO NOT 
HAVE ACCESS TO THE  
VERSION YOU NEED, PLEASE 
CONTACT THE DISTRICT  
OFFICE AND THE CORRECT 
LOGO TO FIT YOUR NEEDS WILL 
BE SENT TO YOU.

NOT RECOMMENDED

RECOMMENDED APPAREL COLORS

OTHER COLOR OPTIONS
PRIOR APPROVAL REQUIRED
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THE CHECKLIST
This checklist is here to help do a quick review to be sure the ACSD brand  
is represented it the correct way. Here are a few reminders:

  I used a provided, approved logo file
  I chose the correct color version of my logo: color, gray scale etc.
  I used the correct font and spacing when adding additional text        
 to the ACSD logo
  My logo is not smaller than the recommended minimum logo size
  I have the correct clear space around the logo. Nothing is too close
  I scaled my logo proportionally and didn’t stretch or squish it
  I didn’t add a drop shadow
  I didn’t rotate it
  I didn’t put it on a dark background
  I didn’t make it transparent or add any gradients to it
  I only used approved fonts in my document
  I don’t have more than two different fonts in my document
  I used the specified ACSD purple and yellow and didn’t just choose the  
 generic purple or yellow in Word
  I used appropriate coordinating colors
  I chose an apparel color and a logo version that allows for  
     maximum readability

If you have questions about any of the items in this guide or questions  
about a specific circumstance, please contact the Superintendent for  
more information.

Alburnett Community School District
131 Roosevelt St
Alburnett, IA 52202

Phone: (319) 842-2266
www.AlburnettCSD.org


